TALL BUILDINGS

Focchi Group:
from the tallest
tower in Italy
to the New York
B
skyline

specialized in design, manufacture and installation of bespoke architectural envelopes. FBP will
operate within the large buildings energy and environmental sustainability sector.
“High-rise buildings is where people will live
and connect each other, showing different habits
and attitudes. It is important to create this better place for the future generations. We can carry
this out just working the only way we know: with
ethics and professionalism, but also with humility and bravery.” said Maurizio Focchi, CEO.

A case study of made-in-Italy exporting
its expertise for over 100 years

R

orn in Rimini in 1914, Focchi Group has
today branches in Rovereto, Milan, London and New York. It is involved in research activities for housing energy efficiency
and in designing tall buildings envelopes. In Italy,
the company has been contract awarded for the
curtain walling of the upcoming Libeskind Tower in Milan (CityLife district), while involved in
several projects in UK and in the innovative Solar
Carve Tower on the New York’s High Line.

T

he future of architectural envelopes is the
edeveloping the existing real estate assets this is the mission of “FBP – Future is a Better
technological present of Focchi Group.
through energy efficiency criteria, in or- Place”, the latest Energy Service Company of FocUnique works stem from the synergy beder to achieve a more sustainable future: chi Group, the well-known Italian family business tween architectural creativity and the technological ability to mould different materials. Every
project is a bespoke solution and a way to redevelop urban spaces in the name of social and environmental sustainability.
“Changes require the courage to make decisions
which inevitably lead to some risks. It is necessary to be ambitious even if it can be frightening”. Underlined the architect Daniel Libeskind,
the mind behind the namesake tower, working
with Focchi Group to complete the “Three Towers” of the redevelopment project of the former
Milan Fair.
focchi.it
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